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INTRODUCTION TO
DOGEMARS $MARS TOKEN

The memecoin with the highest potential powered by a vibrant and
lively community, Dogemars �MARS aims to restore the lost glory of 

memecoins.It is configured discreetly ensuring fairness with low 
taxes andsecuring the liquidity pool (LP) through being locked, 

while also renouncing the contract.
Dogemars �MARS  is designed to be a coin that belongs to 
the community,eternally. Driven by the massive power of 

memes, Dogemars �MARS will guide you on 
an extraordinary journey



WHY JOIN DOGEMARS $MARS 

Dogemars �MARS is the latest trend in the memecoins
 world. An ambitious project, born from experts in the 
world of crypto investments who made their wealth in

the last bull run with meme projects.

Who is behind this project, therefore, as you can imagine, has a
great experience in the sector. By observing dozens of 

successful projects the team is fully aware of how to take 
this coin high and empower thousands of people to achieve

financial freedom by holding Dogemars �MARS.



OUR LONG-TERM GOAL 
COMMUNITY We are one of the fastest growing and most loved
 communities in crypto and we believe that only together we 
are strong. Community is everything and we strive to include 
everyone.

TRANSPARENCY Dogemars �MARS is supported by its community 
of enthusiasts. We encourage open communication and believe 
trust, transparency, and community are the 3 pillars of building 
longevity.

TRUST We aim to be a full transparent project, with Locked LP,
Third-part audited and in our next stage we will renounce 
ownership and giving away Dogemars �MARS to our community.
LONGEVITY Dogemars �MARS is ready for the long journey. The 
community is promoting and adopting longterm ecosystem 
development and foundation in efforts to drive real use cases.



HOW TO PURCHASE
DOGEMARS $MARS

 

Switch ETH for 
Dogemars �MARS.

We have low 1% tax so you
may need to use slippage

1-3% during times of
market volatility. 

Make sure you setup a
MetaMask or TrustWallet

account

Have ETH in your wallet to switch to 
Dogemars �MARS.If you don’t have any ETH, you 

can buy directly on metamask, transfer from 
another wallet, or buy on another exchange 

and send it to your wallet.

Connect to Uniswap. Go to app.uniswap.org in
google chrome or on the browser inside your

Metamask app. Connect your wallet. Paste
the Dogemars �MARS token address into 

Uniswap, select Dogemars �MARS and confirm. 
When Metamask prompts you for a wallet 

signature, sign..



TOKENOMICS

1 Quadrillion
Total Supply

1% Tax for marketing & development
Buy/Sell Tax

Dogemars 
�MARS
Name

Dogemars 
�MARS
Symbol

Dogemars 
�MARS

Decimals

Low Tax Fees Following MarketSustainable 



ROADMAP

-Token development.
-Launch.
-Trending on Twitter.
-1000+ holders.

01
-CMC & CG listings
-Community partnerships
-Dogemars �MARS digital 
  newsletter
-CEX Listings

02

-Dogemars �MARS bridge
-10,000+ holders
-Dogemars �MARS Merch
-Dogemars �MARS Academy

03
-Dogemars �MARS Tools
-T1 Exchange listings
-100,000+ holders
-Meme takeover

04



SOCIALS

dogemarseth

dogemarseth

dogemars



DISCLAIMER
The content of this whitepaper is provided for information purposes only and shall not in any

way constitute an investment advice or investment recommendation in any product
discussed. Buy at your own risk. Dogemars �MARS is a meme token. It is

strongly recommended that you seek professional investment advice before
making any investment decision. Any investment decision that you make

should be based on an assessment of your risks in consultation
with your investment advice.

Dogemars �MARS team is not responsible for any capital loss that occures to any investor
as crypto space and especially memecoin market is extremely volatile.
In addition, Dogemars �MARS team clearly states that investors should

NOT be opening any unofficial Dogemars �MARS links as this might result to
getting scammed by dirty 3rd parties or individuals.


